W. BRADLEY
ELECTRIC
LaborChart helps electrical contractor
reinvent the whiteboard

THE PROBLEM

THE RESULTS

Liz Hartmann would look at two ﬂoor-to-ceiling whiteboards every day and know
there had to be a better way to manage labor at W. Bradley Electric, Inc. (WBE), an
electrical contractor based in California. Hartmann has been Vice President of Field
Operations for WBE for nearly a decade managing union workers with travel
restrictions, projects with extended timelines and workers across multiple divisions.

LaborChart was able to replicate WBE’s original color-coding system for projects and
project managers. The new boards have also further opened the lines of
communication between the oﬃce and ﬁeld. Teams can now see the next 16 weeks
for a project. For Hartmann and WBE, LaborChart has even helped them during crisis
management.

She was worried about manually adding and removing people and wanted to cut
down on human error without hampering the ability of her team to make daily project
decisions. She needed a digital, mobile platform that wasn’t stuck to a wall.

THE SOLUTION

“I used to get stressed about being in the ﬁeld because of the amount
of phone calls that would come in for scheduling. But now, I can be
mobile and just pull up whatever I need on my iPad.”
- Liz Hartmann, Vice President of Field Operations

WBE revamped its workforce management approach by changing how project
information was collected and updated. They integrated LaborChart with Spectrum,
the construction accounting software, to track labor and project timelines and the
mix of skill sets and wages on a given project. Project updates that used to take a
minimum of three emails across departments were now updated automatically three
times per day.
Once the data collection overhaul was complete, Hartmann replaced the
whiteboards with a pair of touchscreens. WBE uses one of the screens for
assignments and project requests and the other is broken labor assigned to each
division. Hartmann also uses LaborChart’s diﬀerent permission-based view to ensure
project managers can see information relevant to their projects without being able to
rearrange the entire schedule.

In November 2019, wildﬁres were raging across Windsor, California. Hartmann still
remembers the call she received on the weekend asking if she could ﬁnd out who
lives in Windsor. WBE had employees and families who lived in the city 40 miles
northwest of San Francisco. She was able to send text messages to employees in the
area and make sure they were safe. With LaborChart, Hartmann had this information
at her ﬁngertips.

Learn more about what LaborChart can do for your company.
Contact us for a demo at laborchart.com.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
HEADQUARTERS:
Novato, California
United States

COMPANY SIZE:
320 employees

COMPANY TYPE:
Electrical Contractor

W. Bradley Electric, Inc. is an electrical contracting ﬁrm that supplies design-build
services to companies in California. WBE has six diﬀerent divisions –– audio visual,
electrical, IT services, security, telecom and traﬃc signal –– that provide services on
the ground and on a 35-story tower in the air.
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